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Interactive, standards-based resources
for all your students’ learning needs

curriculumpathways.com

Interactive, standards-based
resources in the core disciplines
We develop interactive resources that use technology to
create learning environments that are otherwise difficult to
achieve in the classroom. These resources are intended to
supplement instruction to engage students in meaningful
learning experiences that foster a deep, robust understanding
of concepts.

Our most popular resources

Writing Reviser

Math Stretch

Read Aloud

CodeSnaps

Imagine, create and share
lessons that inspire students’
natural curiosity
Build lessons like never before with Crio – for free!
™

Not a programmer? No problem.
Create interactive, online resources that include audio, text,
images or video using the easy, drag-and-drop editor.

Start from scratch or remix others’ work.
Create an entirely new approach or remix and build on the
best work of your peers, adapting it to the specific needs of
your students.

Want to embed Google files in a Crio lesson?
You can!
™

Simply load the files into Crio and then drag and drop into
your lesson.

Provide instructional feedback.
Move beyond simple right or wrong responses to provide
explanations, suggestions and encouragement in ways that
stimulate curiosity and promote higher-order thinking.

Expand your reach.
Create engaging lessons that enable critical thinking and share
lessons with your peers and students around the world by
contributing to a repository of lessons.
curriculumpathways.com/crio

Curriculum Pathways partnerships
®

Curriculum Pathways resources integrate with
the leading learning management systems
and platforms.
For a complete list, visit
curriculumpathways.com/partners.

Professional development
on your schedule
We understand technology is not a magic bullet.
Signing up for a Curriculum Pathways account
is only a first step in a technology integration
initiative. That’s why we provide no-cost teachersupport features, including online and faceto-face professional development classes and
courses. These courses are available at any time
and are designed by educators based on proven
pedagogical practices.

Earn renewal credit
Participants in our professional development
courses can receive documentation from SAS that
enables them to seek renewal credit (1.0 CEU).
curriculumpathways.com/pd

We’re passionate about education
Our commitment to education is a natural extension of
where we came from and what we do. Education gives each
generation the power to change what’s possible. Around
the world, SAS supports education initiatives that promote
learning for all, with the goal of building a global community
of innovators. Whether it be closing the analytics skills
gap, encouraging interest in STEM or improving reading
proficiency, we are passionate about enabling curious and
capable people to transform the world.

Let’s get started
Visit curriculumpathways.com
to create a free account and get
access to thousands of resources
in all the core disciplines.
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